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Am I using BrownSites 2?

You can find the administration controls by going to your BrownSite's homepage and appending /user to the URL. For example, http://students.brown.edu/breakfast-club/user.

You are using BrownSites 2 if the administrative controls for the BrownSite look like this:

Help with BrownSites 2

Use the links below for detailed descriptions and step-by-step instructions for building your site with BrownSites 2.0.

**Administering, requesting, and launching**

- Log in
- Launch a StudentOrg BrownSite
- Write and format content

**Content**

- Recover deleted content
- Types of content
- Add a page / article
- Use a page / article
- Add a table to content
- Create paragraphs / line breaks
- Cut / paste content
- Edit content HTML
- Remove / delete content
- Use the content editor
- How to write / format content
**Links and URLs**

- Add / edit links
- Shorten URLs
- Change content URLs
- Change links in the footer

**Site menus and navigation**

- Add a page to the navigation
- Remove a page from public view
- Restrict a page to the Brown community
- Use tags
- Change the navigation
- Add a page to the site hierarchy without adding a menu item

**Attachments, images, and uploads**

- Add images
- Attach files to content
- Manage uploaded attachments

**Tools and widgets**

- Enable / disable comments
- Save and use content revisions
- Use the Events Calendar
- Connect Twitter and Facebook

**User permissions and roles**

- Change a user's role
- Roles / permissions
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